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About This Game

Escape Artist: The Trial

enables you to find your inner escape artist!
Combining the best parts of a real life room escape experience into Virtual Reality, Escape Artist: The Trial goes even further:

break things to make things!

Escape Artist: The Trial is a single room escape room game. Inside the room you need to find clues and solve the puzzles to get
your freedom.

You will need to combine items to make tools, find keys to access other items and much more.

features Including:

 HTC Vive room scale

 Picking up and interacting with objects by breaking and combining

 Diverse puzzle mechanics

 Real room escape feel
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 Hint system

So Enter the Trial and Show Your Worth!

about Us:

Morrow Games is a finnish Virtual Reality gaming studio offering in-depth VR experiences. We believe Unreal Engine 4 and
HTC Vive to be a kickass combo. Join us in virtual reality!
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Title: Escape Artist: The Trial
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Morrow Games
Publisher:
Morrow Games
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 SP1, Windows® 8.1 or later, Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

Additional Notes: Video output: 1x HDMI 1.4 port, or DisplayPort 1.2 or newer + USB: 1x USB 2.0 port or newer

English
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Short version: A cool glass of lemonade on a scorching day. It doesn't last long but it's refreshing.

I would have no problems seeing an entire novel written on the premise of this game.
It's a pleasant slice-of-life adventure fiction, two quality hours with a New Game plus mode
that adds bonus features.

The gameplay is interesting but not deep, which fits within the context of using the time
available in your week of game time wisely.

Try it out.. Old but gold, this game is what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world campaign, oh I
remember playing this as a kid with a general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!. such a cool experience. i'd
love to come across more stuff like this in the future for the vive. opens up a lot of doors, and feels a lot like what "3D" in
movies have wanted to accomplish for a long time and never will.. Not recommended until level 6-15 appeared.
————————————————————
Best platform game I've played.. This is A very well maded game it's a lot of Fun. There may be some fixs needed but no game
stopping bugs.. Simple Fun game, yes its a clash of clans rip off but who cares ? loads of games are rip offs of others but its just
another good game of this genre.

Pros - Simple. fun, cartoony style animation,♥♥♥♥♥♥easy game to play, lots of players etc etc etc

Cons - Clash of clans rip off, long build time after village hall level 2-3, pay to play (YOU DONT HAVE TO STOP BEING
BUTT HURT). Tacopocalypse is a mechanical blast from the past featuring tricks and scoring fromTony Hawks, the delivery
aspect of Crazy Taxi, and the car mechanics of Rocket League... but let's not forget that incredible soundtrack.

Playing this early build hints that this title has SO MUCH potential to be great with the right love. Maybe future releases could
feature objectives like the old THPS? Maybe we could see an online mode? I could go on with how giddy this throwback is
getting me.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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A technical translation of the first game with fantastic quality of life upgrades. The game is functionally the same as the
previous entry but still retains such hefty upgrades in music choices. I'm not sure I'm a fan of encouraging the higher visual
intensity, but the decision to swap VOL for COL is an interesting take thats less obtrusive to the songs themselves. I'm sure the
relaxed player will be very happy with that change even if I'm not sure I prefer it just yet. Some fans may be disapointed that
there isn't a new powerup, but true fans of the game will recognize that this technical translation is exactly the kind of
upbringing that Beat Hazard deserved. 100% happy with my purchase to continue hazarding my beats.. The game is not bad, it's
pretty much a "meh" puzzle adventure.

The puzzles weren't blatantly easy, which is always a plus, but the biggest challenge didn't seem to come from figuring the
puzzles out, but in the mechanics to interact with the puzzles. If a puzzle took me a bit to get it was because the mouse controls
didn't respond properly.

The biggest negative to the game, however, is that there is no ending. When you finish the last puzzle you are just sent to the
main menu screen with a "Thanks for playing" message. I know these kinds of games are short, but there should at least be a
small payoff for beating the game.. Zombie Cutouts... Yes
Just a handfull of guns...Yes
Just a handfull of levels...Yes
So I start by tossing out the stereo, place the propane tanks on the table and pick em off, or mow em down either way it's fun as
all hell. I just wish I had a grill behind the table to cook up those unthrown steaks.
I've played this longer than a couple minutes and I'll tell ya now this is fun! Looking forward to new modes and a bigger arsenal.
OMG A MINIGUN WOULD BE FLIPPIN AWESOME! Except the reload... that would probably suck.. Within my 22 minutes
of gameplay it crashed 6 times and when it didn't crash it was almost unplayable. Cool concept, awful implementation.. bretty
slav game
teachs u how to squat like truu slav :))))))))). Streets of Rage was a pretty tough game, grab a friend, it is fun to play.. Totally
played this as a kid, don't remember the chariot that tells dad jokes or the sensual dinosaur back rub... but you get to watch a T-
Rex carry boulders in a mini game so 10/10. It's a little bit rough around the edges but this is early access so it's to be expected..
I like the idea of a steampunk moba and the play style is pretty unique.. With a bit of polish this could definitely be something
to watch out for. The original title was very rough around the edges. Perhaps too much for someone's taste. Personally, I
managed to enjoy it nevertheless.

"Reborn" is a much, much better experience. You can't call it a "broken" game, but it does have some questionable design
choices that may be uncomfortable for some. I'm pretty adaptable, so I'm enjoying the game so far.

Also, the game is free for the owners of the original title. Kudos to the team for that. Will post a more in-depth review later..
I\u2019m enjoying the game, the concept is good and the puzzles are fun to solve and reasonably challenging. I don\u2019t
know if I\u2019ll finish every level as the solutions are all a bit similar. I wish there were targets or constraints or stats from
other players to incentivise efficient optimised solutions rather than just hacking something together that gets the job done.
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